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Topic 3

IN-PROGRESS Quantitative
relationships, variables and types

3.1 Topic learning outcomes

By the end of this topic, you should be able to:

1. critically evaluate the use of primary and secondary data in data visualisation (MO3)

2. identify the variables in a data visualisation (MO3)

3. describe the relationships between variables in a data visualisation and explain how they
create a quantitative story (MO3)

4. categorise variables into different types (MO3)

5. manipulate real-world data to produce tidy data, i.e. data in a form suitable for analysis
(MO4)

6. apply appropriate mathematical operations to different variable types (MO3)

7. design and implement a critically informed survey suitable for generating valid and unbi-
ased data (MO2).

3.2 TODO Topic description

3.3 Key concepts

This topic includes:

1. primary and secondary data

2. data variables

3. quantitative stories and relationships

4. variable types: nominal, ordinal, interval, and ratio

5. tidy data

6. survey methodology.
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3.3.1 Chart types

• categories
– bar chart (+ diverging)
– lollipop chart

• part-to-whole
– pie chart
– univariate stacked bar (alternative to pie)

3.4 Topic reading lists

Essential reading

Hould, J.-N. (2016). TidyData in Python. OnData Science Blog. URL:http://www.jeannicholashould.
com/tidy-data-in-python.html.

Mckinney,W. (2017). Python for Data Analysis: DataWrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and IPython.
Sebastopol, CA, US: O’Reilly Media, Incorporated. ISBN: 9781491957639. URL: http : / /
ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/detail.action?docID=
5061179.

Myatt, G. J. andW. P. Johnson (2014).Making Sense of Data I: A Practical Guide to Exploratory Data
Analysis and Data Mining. 2nd ed. Hoboken, NJ, US: John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated. ISBN:
9781118422014. URL: http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=1729064.

Wickham, H. (2014). ‘Tidy Data’. In: Journal of Statistical Software 59.10. ISSN: 1548-7660. DOI:
10.18637/jss.v059.i10.

Further reading

Blaikie, N. (2003).AnalyzingQuantitative Data. London, UK: SAGEPublications Ltd. ISBN: 9780761967590.
URL: https : / / ebookcentral . proquest . com / lib / londonww / detail .
action?docID=354948.

3.5 Introduction

Welcome to topic 3

This topic introduces essential theoretical concepts for data visualisation. We will begin by look-
ing at variables and how to construct stories or narratives using quantitative data.

We will then look in more detail at data types, and at the properties and characterises of different
kinds of variables that we will encounter during data analysis.

Next we will look at the theory and practice of how to structure and pre-process data prior to
analysis. Data cleaning is often one of the most time consuming and frustrating parts of data
analysis, but also essential to get right.

Finally, we will turn to survey design, for the purpose of collecting data for the module course-
work. Any piece of data analysis can only be as good as the data itself. It is impossible to carry
out meaningful analysis on poor data. By designing a survey to collect data yourselves, you will
gain first hand experience of how to gather high quality primary data sufficient to answer clear
research questions.
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3.6 Lesson 1 – Variables and quantitative stories

3.6.1 FINAL Video 1 – Variables and quantitative stories

Display quantitative information

FORMAT: slides and audio

Display quantitative information

• table or graph? 𝑥 and 𝑦 axis? colour?
• what is the story?
• quantitative stories are always about relationships
• turn numbers into stories using their relationships

• many decisions involved in deciding how to visually represent data
• important to keep hold of the story you are trying to convey
• as we saw in the previous topic data is not the same thing as information and very often
in data analysis we trying to discover and convey some kind of insight or story hidden
within the data

• the relationships between different aspects of the data is typically key in conveying a nar-
rative or making a point with data

• one way of thinking of data visualisation is the task of turning numbers in to stories using
their relationships

Examples

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Examples

Quantitative information Relationships

Ratio between highest and lowest paid
employee

Money (high/low salaries)

Units of a product sold per region Sales (frequency count) related to
geography

Percentage of CO2 emissions caused by cars Pollution (proportion) related to mode of
transport

Healthcare spending per region per quarter Money (total cost) related to geography and
time

Typical price of a meal in a 5-star rated
restaurant in London

Money (median price) related to ratings and
geography

• examples of relationships essential for quantitative stories
• when thinking about a story, or a question you would like to answer, that data do you
need?

• important to identify relationships
• need to understand quantitative information so can decide appropriate visualisations

Data in quantitative stories

FORMAT: slides and audio

Data in quantitative stories

Numerical variables
• measurable quantities

• e.g. frequency counts, height, profit, cost, speed
• relationships between numerical quantities

• e.g. tips and total bill

Categorical variables
• divide information into useful groups or factors

• e.g. geographical locations, companies, months
• labels tell us what the numbers mean
• relationships between categorical and numerical

• e.g. cost of a Big Mac across countries (‘Big Mac Index’)

• two general types of data variables
• numbers on their own don’t mean anything
• categorical data provides groupings that are meaningful

Numerical or categorical?

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Numerical or categorical?

Quantitative information Relationships

Ratio between highest and lowest paid
employee

Money (salaries high/low)

Units of a product sold per region Sales (frequency count) related to
geography

Percentage of CO2 emissions caused by cars Pollution (proportion) related to mode of
transport

Healthcare spending per region per quarter Money (total cost) related to geography and
time

Typical price of a meal in a 5-star rated
restaurant in London

Money (median price) related to ratings and
geography

• quant: sales, cost, salaries, expenses, emissions, price
• cat: geography, products, mode of transport
• what about ratings?
• what about time?

– here ratings and calendar dates here are used to categorise quantitative information
in order to make specific comparisons

– they are examples of categorical data with an order.

Visualisation examples

FORMAT: slides and audio

Visualisation examples

1. Discussion points

• what relationships are being visualised?
• numerical and/or categorical variables?
• how many data points are needed?
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Visualisation examples

Quantitative stories always feature relationships

FORMAT: slides and audio

Quantitative stories always feature relationships

• simple associations between quantitative and categorical variables
• number of dog versus cat owners
• proportion of green space available per city

• more complex associations among multiple sets of quantitative
and/or categorical variables

• average income and life expectancy per country
• pollution per industry sector over time

• to reiterate, quantitative stories always feature relationships between variables, these can
be simple associations…

Terminology

FORMAT: slides and audio

Terminology

Univariate analysis
• looking at individual variables

Bivariate analysis
• looking at relationships between pairs of variables

Multivariate analysis
• looking at relationships between three or more variables

• the following terminology is useful for understanding different kinds of relationships we
can encounter in data analysis
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• univariate analysis…
• very often the early stages of visualisation start with looking at different variables in iso-
lation, to get a sense of the shape of the data, how it’s distributed, and then progresses to
more complex relationships, building understanding incrementally

• this pattern can also be very useful when presenting findings to an audience – in order to
convey amessage it’s important to think about how the narrative of the story is constructed

• Blaikie (2003, pp. 22–27)

3.6.2 Further reading – Analyzing Quantitative Data, pp. 34–41

N. Blaikie (2003). Analyzing Quantitative Data. London, UK: SAGE Publications Ltd. ISBN:
9780761967590. URL: https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=354948, pp. 34–41

3.7 Lesson 2 – Different types of data variables

3.7.1 Essential reading 1 – Making Sense of Data I, pp. 17–22

Now read the first essential reading for this topic:

G. J. Myatt and W. P. Johnson (2014). Making Sense of Data I: A Practical Guide to Exploratory
Data Analysis and Data Mining. 2nd ed. Hoboken, NJ, US: John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated.
ISBN: 9781118422014. URL: http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=1729064, pp. 17–22

Remember that all the essential reading for this programme is provided for you. Click the links
to start reading.

3.7.2 FINAL Video 2 – Different types of data variables

Context

FORMAT: slides and audio

Context

Computer science
• string
• Boolean
• integer
• float
• enumerated type
• list …

Statistics
• nominal
• ordinal
• interval
• ratio
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• at a high level data science can be thought of as an intersection of computer science and
statistics

• the term variable has different, but related, meanings across these two disciplines
• in computer science we typically talk about variables as placeholders for storing state, or
items of data

• we also typically think about variables having types, such as being strings, Booleans, in-
tegers and so on

• in some languages, such as Python or JavaScript, variables can be dynamically assigned
values of different types

• in languages such as C++ or Java, the type of a variablesmust be declaredwhen the variable
is created, meaning that only values of that type can be stored in the variable, otherwise
an error will be thrown

Context

Computer science
• string
• Boolean
• integer
• float
• enumerated type
• list …

Statistics
• nominal
• ordinal
• interval
• ratio

• in statistics we typically use the term variable to mean some aspect or attribute common
to all items of interest, but which can take on different values from a set of values

• for example, in statistics the height of individuals would be considered a variable – the
height of every individual could be measured, but there would naturally be variation in
the measurements recorded

• variables in statistics can also be categorised into different types
• a simple categorisation could distinguish variables based on whether they take discrete or
continuous values

• a more detailed categorisation commonly used distinguishes variables with respect to their
scale, or level of measurement, i.e. categorical, ordinal, interval or ratio level, which have
precise mathematical definitions as we shall see

• it is very important that we are always aware of the type of the variables we are working
with, it can determine the different kinds of processes or methods applicable to our data,
and ultimately the kinds of conclusions we are able to reach

• it is also important to bear in mind that there is always the potential for missing data – it
is important to distinguish between missing values from genuine values, especially zero
or other null signifying values

Data types

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Data types

Qualitative (or categorical) variables
• nominal
• ordinal

Quantitative (or numerical) variables
• interval
• ratio

• we can also relate scales of measurement to the broader types of data that we encountered
in topic 1, namely qualitative (or categorical) variables, and quantitative (or numerical)
variables

• nominal and ordinal level measurements can only consist of values from a discrete and
finite set of values – they effectively relate observations together into distinct groups

• interval and ratio level measurements are fundamentally numerical
• let’s now consider each scale type in more detail

Nominal

FORMAT: slides and audio

Nominal

• categorical, discrete, no intrinsic order
• ‘in name only’
• categorical values themselves do not relate to one another in any
particular way

• e.g. ‘What kind of food do you prefer?’

□ sweet
□ savoury

Starting with nominal values, nominal values are categorical, discrete, and importantly, have no
intrinsic order. Nominal means ‘in name only’, so values themselves do not relate to one another
in any particular way. For example, a nominal variable corresponding to the questions ‘what kind
of food do you prefer’ might consist of two categories: sweet and savoury. The categories
sweet and savoury do not have an inherent ordering relationship – it doesn’t make sense to
consider one greater-than or less-than the other, they are simply distinct categories.

It is important not to confuse the terms variable and category. In this example there is only
one variable, food preference, which can take one of two values, the categories sweet or
savoury.

Nominal: Frequency

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Nominal: Frequency

• common to count categorical values to produce frequency tables

id eye_colour
0 green
1 brown
2 grey
3 blue
4 blue
5 grey
… …

→
eye_colour

brown 16
green 15
blue 11
grey 8

When analysing nominal data in isolation we would typically want to count the number of ob-
servations of each category to produce frequency tables. Frequency tables are a simple way to
understand the prominence of each category in the data.

On the left we see the raw data representing the eye colour of different individuals. In this simple
example, eye colour is a variable, which can take any one of blue, green, brown, grey
categorical values. Each row in the data frame is a distinct observation – a person represented
(or indexed) by a unique ID, and a column recording their eye colour.

The frequency table on the right is then simply produced by counting the number of people with
blue, green, brown or grey eyes.

Nominal: Frequency

A very simple but effective way of visualising frequency counts is to use a bar chart, which
intuitively conveys the distribution of eye colour within this dataset.

Nominal: Grouping

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Nominal: Grouping
• associate quantitative values with labels
• useful for splitting numerical variables into groups

• race, gender, country, operating system, colour, …

id age favourite_genre
0 53 hip-hop
1 39 hip-hop
2 36 rock
3 16 hip-hop
4 32 drill
5 31 reggaeton
6 34 reggaeton
7 29 d-beat
… … …

→

favourite_genre median_age
drill 26
afrobeat 31
reggaeton 32
d-beat 32
hip-hop 34
rock 35
k-pop 38
jazz 38
pop 38

Nominal variables also serve a very useful function in data analysis of associating numerical val-
ues with labels, which is useful for splitting variables into groups according to the focus of the
analysis. For example, characteristics such as race, gender or country of origin are very com-
monly used to understand how different groups of people are differently affected under certain
situations.

In this example we have data frame, again with individuals represented in each rowwith a unique
ID, and then a numerical variable age, representing the age of each individual, and a nominal
variable favourite genre, representing their favourite genre of music.

The summary table on the right is produced by grouping all individuals according to their pre-
ferred genre, and then calculating the median age within each group.

Nominal: Grouping

When looking at the relationship between different variables it is often useful to visualise the
variables individually first. In this example, as in the previous, here we just plot the category
frequencies as bar chart, showing that in this dataset hip-hop is the most popular musical genre.
Note the bars are ordered by frequency to better visualise the shape of the data.
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Nominal: Grouping

This is a histogram of the age of all individuals, which is used to visualise the distribution of
a numerical variable. Simply put, histograms split up the range of the variable into typically
equal-size bins, and the height of the bars represent the number of people within each age range.

Nominal: Grouping

Finally, looking at both variables together allows us to see the breakdown of age by musical
preference. Here we are visualising the distribution of age using box plots, one box per favourite
genre. We briefly introduced box plots in topic one, and will be discussing them in greater detail
in topic four. Recall that the line inside the box represents the median value, and here the genres
are sorted according to median age. This makes it very easy to see patterns in the data, for
example, that drill music corresponds to the lowest median age group, and pop to the highest.
Also recall that the box represents the spread of the middle 50% of the data, so we can also see
at a glance that the age range of people that prefer rock music, for example, is must smaller than
say hip-hop, where the age range is more widely spread.

Ordinal

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Ordinal

• ordinal data consist of items that have an intrinsic order
• the items in and of themselves do not represent quantitative values
• rank order (1st, 2nd, 3rd)
• e.g. ‘Are you satisfied with our service?’

⋆
⋆⋆
⋆ ⋆ ⋆

Ordinal variables can also be considered categorical variables, and this is indeed howwe typically
work with them with pandas, but unlike nominal variables the categories have a meaningful
order. It is important to remember, however, that the items in and of themselves do not represent
quantitative values, even when numbers are used to represent the categories. The distinction is
important because the interval between ordinal values is not defined. In other words we cannot
equate the interval between one star and two stars with the interval between two stars and three
stars. We only have an ordering to work with.

Ordinal variables are very commonly used to represent rating or ranking information. For exam-
ple, in customer service surveys where responses are collected on a scale of 1 to 5, where 1 means
very poor service and 5 means excellent, or non-numerical equivalents such as ‘one star’, ‘two
stars’ and so on. Likewise, any data which represents some ordering of preference, for example,
‘list your favourite ice cream flavours from favourite to least favourite’ is an ordinal variable.

Ordinal

FORMAT: slides and audio

Ordinal

I see myself as someone who is talkative
□ Agree strongly
□ Agree
□ Neither agree nor disagree
□ Disagree
□ Disagree strongly

You may be very familiar with questions of the form ‘To what extent to you agree or disagree’
with something. For example, ‘To what extent do you consider yourself to be a talkative person?’.
These kinds of scales are called Likert scales, and we will cover them in more detail when dis-
cussing survey design later in this topic. But this kind of data is a quintessential kind of ordinal
data.

14



Ordinal

FORMAT: slides and audio

Ordinal

Likert scales are often used to gather some kind of introspective or subjective response to some-
thing. Another examples is ‘To what extent to I see myself as someone who worries a lot’.

Visualising ordinal variables

FORMAT: slides and audio

Visualising ordinal variables

present ordinal data along one axis
IN ORDER

(unless there is a very good reason not to)

When visualising ordinal data it is very important to present the data respecting the natural
order of the scale. It would be very uncommon to go against this convention, because loosing
the natural order could obscure the concept under analysis.

15



Visualising ordinal variables

For example, this is a bar chart of happiness ratings. The intrinsic ordering of the five-point scale
is from very sad to very happy, with a neutral middle category. Visualising the data in this way
communicates the distribution very effectively – something that would be lost if the bars were
presented in order of height, something we might typically do for nominal data.

Interval

FORMAT: slides and audio

Interval

• difference between two values is meaningful
• e.g. temperature or dates

To turn to numerical variables now, interval level variables are numerical variables with a math-
ematical scale, meaning that the interval between values is meaningful – unlike previously with
ordinal variables.

A crucial distinction between interval and, as we shall see, ratio variables, is that interval vari-
ables have no non-arbitrary or natural zero. So we can meaningfully compare intervals along
the scale, but we cannot meaningfully compute ratios between values.

Interval: temperature

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Interval: temperature

Data: Met Office HadCRUT4

Temperature and date are two common examples of interval variables.

temperature two defined points (the freezing and boiling point of water at specific conditions)
and then separated into 100 intervals

date measured from an arbitrary epoch (such as AD)

In both cases intervals are meaningful, for example, the distance between 10℃ and 20℃ is the
same as between 20℃ and 30℃. But we cannot say that 20℃ is twice as hot as 10℃, or that 0℃
means ‘no temperature’, it just corresponds to an arbitrary state, that of the freezing point of
water.

Incidentally, temperature measured using the Kelvin scale is an absolute thermodynamic tem-
perature scale, and has an absolute zero null point, making it a ratio rather than an interval level
variable.

Ratio

FORMAT: slides and audio

Ratio

• like interval, but also has a clear definition of zero.
• unique and non-arbitrary

• e.g. height, weight, income, time taken to run 100 metres

As with the case with the Kelvin scale, what distinguishes interval and ratio level variables is the
clear definition of zero, which should be unique and non-arbitrary.

Examples include height, weight, income, or time taken to run 100 metres.

Ratio: money

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Ratio: money

Data: seaborn-data

This scatter plot visualises the relationship between restaurant bills and tips, which are both
money, and therefore ratio variables, as zero is has a unique and non-arbitrary meaning. Each
dot represents one bill and tip pair, and the overall trend is positive, meaning that the size of the
tip tends to increase with the size of the bill.

Ratio: London house prices

FORMAT: slides and audio

Ratio: London house prices

Data: UK Land Registry

This is another example of money, which we have seen before, a line graph showing the fluctu-
ation in London house prices over time. House price is a ratio level variable, but date is interval.

Mathematical properties

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Mathematical properties

Measure Property Operators Advanced Operations
Nominal Classification, Membership =, ≠ Grouping
Ordinal Comparison, Level =, ≠, >, < Sorting
Interval Difference, Affinity =, ≠, >, <, +, − Yardstick
Ratio Magnitude, Amount =, ≠, >, <, +, −, ∗, / Ratio

S. S. Stevens (1946). ‘On the Theory of Scales of Measurement’. In:
Science 103.2684, pp. 677–680. Not available via UoL

The four types of measurements we have covered, nominal, ordinal, interval and ratio, have
precise mathematical properties, which are very important to understand when deciding how to
processes data of different types.

The only applicable mathematical operator for nominal variables is equality. This means we
can mathematically state whether two categorical values are the same or different, useful for
grouping items, but we cannot perform any other kind of mathematical operation.

Ordinal level variables, in addition to equality, can also be ordered. In other words they can be
compared using greater-than or less-than mathematical operators.

Arithmetical operators, in addition to equality and inequality operators, can be applied to interval
and ratio level variables. Addition and subtraction can be applied to interval level variables,
corresponding to the notion of meaningful distance between values. Multiplication and division
can also be applied to ratio variables, corresponding to the notion of ratio-level values standing
in relations such as ‘twice as big’ or ‘one third the size’ of each other.

Additional categorical types

FORMAT: slides and audio

Additional categorical types

Dichotomous
• nominal or ordinal variables with only two categories

Hierarchical
• set of related variables that form groupings at various levels of
abstraction

Two special case categorical variables can also be identified. Dichotomous variables are nominal
or ordinal variables with only two categories.

Hierarchical variables are essentially a group of categorical variables that together provide a
representation of a structure or concept at various levels of abstraction.

19



Dichotomous data

FORMAT: slides and audio

Dichotomous data

Notwithstanding the importance of inclusive conceptualisations of gender, female and male gen-
der identity are important categories often used within a dichotomous variable.

One useful way of using dichotomous variables, as with all categorical variables, is as a way to
group other variables to reveal patterns across the categories. Whenwe only have two categories
we can make effective use of our visual system’s sensitivity to symmetry. In this example, which
comes from a research project at Goldsmiths [conducted by Jamie Forth] looking at attitudes
towards sexual violence, we are using a back-to-back or diverging bar chart. Female responses
to the question posed in the title are presented on the left, and male responses on the right.
The origin of the x-axis is in the centre of the plot, meaning the length of the bars mirror each
other, making certain patterns visible. This plot has one disadvantage in that our eyes are not as
sensitive to judging absolute size in this form, compared with, for example, displaying the bars
side-by-side using a grouped bar chart. However, this visual form was used because there is a
natural order to the response variable (the scenarios listed on the y-axis), so it was important
that the shape of the responses was clearly visible across this ordinal variable, which was not so
clearly evident with a grouped bar chart.

There are always trade-offs to be make when visualising data, the important thing is to make
decisions based on what you are trying to convey.

Hierarchical categorical data

FORMAT: slides and audio

Hierarchical categorical data
Division Department Unit Costs (£)
North Customer service Tech support 387,820

Accounts 250,321
… …

Research & development Machine learning 602,495
Embedded hardware 702,492
… …

Human resources Payroll 21,403
… … …

South Product design UI design 432,242
Testing 543,523
… …

Research & development Analytics 415,252
Infrastructure 851,193
… …

Human resources Payroll 25,215
… … …
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This is an example of a set of hierarchically related nominal variables describing the structure of
a company. The three variables division, department and unit form a nested structure
useful for aggregating information at various level of detail.

In a pandas context we might typically work with such data as a MultiIndex, since these
variables are primarily useful for indexing and slicing our data in different ways. We will return
to MultiIndex data structures in subsequent topics.

Hierarchical categorical data

One simple way to visualise hierarchical categorical data is to use a multi-level pie chart. This
example shows the notional study time of the various activities of this topic. We can see that
learning materials, which comprises both videos and readings, takes up notionally 36% of the
work required to complete this topic. The largest kind of activity of this topic is formative as-
sessment, totalling notionally 55% of the work, which comprises working on a coding assignment
and the mid-term related assignments.

Data types
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Data types

Nominal

Ordinal

Interval

Ratio

To reiterate, the important data types of statistical variables are: nominal, ordinal, interval and
ratio level variables. Each has distinct mathematical properties that is it important to bear in
mind with analysing each type of data.

However, sometimes data types can not always appear clear-cut…
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What kind of variable is colour?

FORMAT: slides and audio

What kind of variable is colour?

For example, take a moment to thing about what kind of variable colour might be represented
as.

Of course the answer is that it depends, we can represent colour in different ways depending
on the research questions at hand. Colour could be nominal if we represent a set of distinct
colours using colour names with no discernible perceptual ordering, e.g. red, green, blue,
grey, brown. However, where an ordering might be perceptually valid, such as a range of
related hues, e.g. white, pink, red, maroon, black, then an ordinal variable would make
more sense. Finally, we could also represent colour using numbers, and a range of different
representations exist, such as the common RGB (Red-Green-Blue) encoding, or the more percep-
tually based CIELAB encoding, where numerical interval corresponds accurately to perceptual
difference.

Context
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Context
Statistics Computer science pandas
Nominal string or enum type object or Categorical
Ordinal string or enum type (sortable) object or Categorical(ordered=True)
Interval float or int for discrete scales float64, int32, Timestamp
Ratio float or int for count data float64, int32, Timedelta

• enumerated types are usually data structures combining integer
IDs and string labels

• pandas’ version of enum is Categorical

print(pd.Categorical(["bike", "bus", "car", "train"]))

[bike, bus, car, train]
Categories (4, object): [bike, bus, car, train]

To return finally to the relationship between statistical variables and computer science data types,
this table summarises the computer science and pandas data types that are typically used to
represent statistical variables in code. Nominal variables…
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3.7.3 Quiz 2 – Variable types

If you feel ready, please attempt the following quiz. Don’t worry if there are some questions you
can’t answer – you can always try again later.

Variable type definitions

QUESTION_TYPE: random short-answer matching
NUM_QUESTIONS: 4

Select the correct variable types for the definitions given below.

1. Nominal

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Choose: What type of variable consists of items without an intrinsic order?

⊠ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

2. Ordinal

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Choose: What type of variable consists of items with an intrinsic order but no meaningful
unit of measurement?

□ nominal
⊠ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

3. Interval

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Choose: What type of variable consists of items with an intrinsic order, a meaningful unit
of measurement, but no unique and non-arbitrary zero?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
⊠ interval
□ ratio

4. Ratio

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Choose: What type of variable consists of items with an intrinsic order, a meaningful unit
of measurement, and a unique and non-arbitrary zero?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

If you struggle to answer the questions correctly you may find it helpful to revisit Myatt
and Johnson (2014, pp. 20–22).
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Identifying variable types

QUESTION_TYPE: random short-answer matching
NUM_QUESTIONS: 10

Select the correct variable types for the examples of data given below.

1. Count

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Number of people living at the property?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

2. Age

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Age of the person completing the survey?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

3. Energy provider satisfaction

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

Satisfaction with current energy provider (0 = very dissatisfied, 10 = very satisfied)?

□ nominal
⊠ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

4. Energy provider switch

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

How likely are you to switch to a new energy provider in the next six month (0 = not at
all, 10 = very likely)?

□ nominal
⊠ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

5. Airport check-in

QUESTION_TYPE: short answer

What is the type of a variable containing responses to the question: ‘How was your check-
in experience today?’.

• :-)
• :-|
• :-(
□ nominal
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⊠ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

6. Heating system

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

Type of heating system used?

⊠ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

7. Temperature

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing measurements of temperature in ℃?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
⊠ interval
□ ratio

Thermostat setting in winter?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
⊠ interval
□ ratio

8. Date

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

Date when heating system last serviced?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
⊠ interval
□ ratio

What is the type of a variable containing calendar dates?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
⊠ interval
□ ratio

9. Money

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

Annual household income?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

10. Country
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QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing the country in which people live?

⊠ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

11. Holiday destination

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing the holiday destinations that people visited last
year?

⊠ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

12. Lumens

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing measurements of luminance in lumens emitted
from different light bulbs?

□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

13. Operating system

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing the primary operating system used on personal
laptops?

⊠ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

14. Sports league position

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing the position of each sports team in a league at
the end of the season?

□ nominal
⊠ ordinal
□ interval
□ ratio

15. Time

QUESTION_TYPE: multiple choice

What is the type of a variable containing measurements of time in seconds that it takes a
participant in an experiment to complete the task?
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□ nominal
□ ordinal
□ interval
⊠ ratio

If you struggle to answer the questions correctly you may find it helpful to revisit Myatt
and Johnson (2014, pp. 20–22).

3.7.4 Further reading – Analyzing Quantitative Data, pp. 41–46

N. Blaikie (2003). Analyzing Quantitative Data. London, UK: SAGE Publications Ltd. ISBN:
9780761967590. URL: https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=354948, pp. 41–46

3.7.5 CANCEL Further reading – ‘On the Theory of Scales of Measurement’

S. S. Stevens (1946). ‘On the Theory of Scales of Measurement’. In: Science 103.2684, pp. 677–680.
ISSN: 0036-8075. DOI: 10.1126/science.103.2684.677. Not available via UoL

3.8 Lesson 3 – Data pre-processing and cleaning

3.8.1 FINAL Video 3 – Tidy data

In this video we will take a theoretical look at data pre-processing, and specifically how the
concept of tidy data can be very useful in helping us make the right decisions about how to
organise data.

Data cleaning

FORMAT: slides and audio

Data cleaning

80% of data analysis is spent on the process of cleaning and
preparing the data

(Dasu and Johnson 2003)

• important early stage of the data visualisation process
• can also happen throughout iterative cycles of analysis

• as new data is collected
• new problems or questions emerge

It is often said that cleaning data is typically one of the most time-consuming tasks in data anal-
ysis. One source estimates that 80% of data analysis is spent on the process of cleaning and
preparing data.
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It is an important early stage in the data visualisation process, both to make the process of anal-
ysis as quick and efficient as possible, but also can have drastic consequences on the correctness
of the findings – so it is vital to get right.

Data cleaning can also happen during the analysis process, as a project moves through various
stages and iterations, perhaps as new data is collected or new problems or questions emerge.

Many sub-tasks of data cleaning
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Many sub-tasks of data cleaning

• outlier checking
• parsing, especially dates and times
• handling missing values
• reshaping into tidy data

There are many sub-tasks in the data cleaning process. For example outlier checking, or more
generally, looking for errors that may have occurred in the data collection process.

Parsing can be very tricky, particular dates and times, which can be represented inmany different
ways.

Similarly with missing values. How are missing values represented in the raw data, and how do
we want to handle them? Can we simply remove them or do we need to analyse them as part of
our findings?

Finally, one of the tricky aspects of data cleaning is reshaping data into tidy data. The theoretical
model of tidy data is the subject of this video. We will look at some of the more practical aspects
of data cleaning in the next video.

Tidy data
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Tidy data

Tidy datasets provide a standardized way to link the structure of
a dataset (its physical layout) with its semantics (its meaning).

(Wickham 2014, p. 2)

H. Wickham (2014). ‘Tidy Data’. In: Journal of
Statistical Software 59.10
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The concept of Tidy data was introduced in a paper in 2014 by Hadley Wickham and provides a
consistent way of thinking about how to structure data. To quote Wickham: ‘Tidy datasets pro-
vide a standardized way to link the structure of a dataset (its physical layout) with its semantics
(its meaning).’

Many of the ideas introduced have their origins in long-established computer science theory, but
Wickham’s contribution in this paper is to relate the computer science to concepts more familiar
to the statistics community.

Indeed if you have experiences of working with databases, you will recognise that tidy data is
essentially the same concept as database normalisation, but couched in a language more familiar
to statisticians.

Data in the wild
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Data in the wild
Example 1

treatment_a treatment_b
John Smith — 2
Jane Doe 16 11
Mary Johnson 3 1

Example 2

John Smith Jane Doe Mary Johnson
treatment_a — 16 3
treatment_b 2 11 1

These examples are taken from Wickham’s paper, and demonstrate two common ways that data
are often structured in the wild.

Most datasets are typically in the form of a table, with rows and columns. Often columns are
labelled, and sometimes rows too.

In example 1, the table has three rows and two columns, with both rows and columns labelled.
The data represents a fictitious trial where ameasurement of some kind is taken form participants
under different treatment conditions. Individual participants are represented by rows, and the
different conditions represented by columns.

Example 2 presents the exact same data, but the rows and columns are transposed.

So which is better?

Wickham’s answer is neither. These two layouts represent the same information, and are rela-
tively intuitive for human data entry. However, ad hoc decisions have been made about how to
represent the data in each case. Wickham argues that if we think of the semantics of our data
along with a simple formal model of data representation, we can use that to guide our decisions
about how best to arrange our data.

Definition of tidy data

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Definition of tidy data

1. Each variable forms a column
2. Each observation forms a row
3. Each type of observational unit forms a table

The theory of tidy data can be stated succinctly as the following three principles.

1. Each variable forms a column

2. Each observation forms a row

3. Each type of observational unit forms a table

Observational unit refers to the “unit of measurement” represented by each row. For example,

• each row is a participant in a study
• each row is a category of a categorical variable
• each row is a measurement of temperature taken every 60 seconds
• each row is the mean temperature over a year

Again for those familiar with database normalisation, this is equivalent to third normal form.

Messy data
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Messy data

• column headers are values, not variable names
• multiple variables are stored in one column
• variables are stored in both rows and columns
• multiple types of observational units are stored
in the same table

• a single observational unit is stored in multiple tables

There is only one way a dataset can be tidy, but many ways to be messy.

For example…

Unfortunately, it is the exception rather than the rule that datasets found in the wild will corre-
spond to Wickham’s notion of tidy data. It can sometimes take a lot of effort to understand the
structure of a dataset and convert it into a tidy form suitable for analysis.
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Techniques we will encounter in this, and later, topics for generating tidy data include string pro-
cessing (such as splitting and rewriting), casting between data types, and melting and reshaping.

Tidy data and pandas B_FULLFRAME
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pandas assumes tidy data!

Tidy data is the approach to structuring data adopted by pandas. Much of the functionality of
pandas assumes that data is arranged in a tidy form. When our data is tidy, data processing
is very efficient, both computationally in terms of optimised vectorised operations, but also in
terms of writing code – code operating on tidy data is generally relatively short and intuitive.

If you ever find yourself getting stuck when manipulating data during analysis, or find yourself
tempted to write for loops or custom functions to process data, then it can be worth taking a
step back and checking that your data is tidy, and that the variables you have are indeed the ones
that you need to answer the question at hand.

Writing custom functions to process data is sometimes necessary when dealing with unusual
data, perhaps data in an unusual format, or data retrieved from an API or scraped directly from
theWeb. But even in these situations the goal of pre-processing should always be to aim to arrive
at tidy data.

3.8.2 Essential reading 3 – citetitle{Wickham2014}

Now read the third essential reading for this topic:

H. Wickham (2014). ‘Tidy Data’. In: Journal of Statistical Software 59.10. ISSN: 1548-7660. DOI:
10.18637/jss.v059.i10

Remember that all the essential reading for this programme is provided for you. Click the links
to start reading.

3.8.3 Further resource – Tidy Data in Python

J.-N. Hould (2016). TidyData in Python. OnData Science Blog. URL: http://www.jeannicholashould.
com/tidy-data-in-python.html
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3.8.4 FINAL Video 4 – Data cleaning

Social media example
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Social media example

df = pd.read_csv('./data/survey-social-media.csv')
df

Timestamp Gender Rate your general
level of happiness
over the past week

What is your favourite
social media site?

Which social media
sites do you use
daily?

0 2017/11/01 10:15:37 am GMT female neutral Facebook Facebook
1 2017/11/02 08:42:15 pm GMT male sad PixelFed PixelFed;Mastodon
2 2017/11/02 10:21:07 pm GMT female very happy Twitter Facebook;Twitter
3 2017/11/03 09:22:16 am GMT nonbinary very happy Mastodon Mastodon
4 2017/11/03 11:25:31 am GMT female happy Twitter Friendica;Write.as;Twitter
5 2017/11/03 11:32:23 am GMT female neutral Instagram Instagram;Twitter
6 2017/11/03 11:54:23 am GMT male neutral Facebook Facebook;Twitter

TBC

Analysing particular questions
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Analysing particular questions

# Load only columns we care about right now.
df = pd.read_csv('./data/survey-social-media.csv',

usecols=[1, 2, 3])
# Assign easier to type column names.
df.columns = ['gender', 'happiness', 'pref_service']
df.head()

gender happiness pref_service
0 female neutral Facebook
1 male sad PixelFed
2 female very happy Twitter
3 nonbinary very happy Mastodon
4 female happy Twitter

TBC
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Analysing particular questions

df = pd.read_csv('./data/survey-social-media.csv')

# Alternatively, delete columns we don’t care about right now.
df.drop(columns=['Timestamp', df.columns[4]], inplace=True)

# Assign easier to type column names.
df.columns = ['gender', 'happiness', 'pref_service']
df.head(5)

gender happiness pref_service
0 female neutral Facebook
1 male sad PixelFed
2 female very happy Twitter
3 nonbinary very happy Mastodon
4 female happy Twitter

TBC

Pandas data types
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Pandas data types

• when loading data pandas tries to guess the dtype of each variable,
the most general type is object

df.dtypes

gender object
happiness object
pref_service object
dtype: object

TBC

Set data types: Nominal (Non-ordered categorical)
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Set data types: Nominal (Non-ordered categorical)

# Set nominal data types.
df['gender'] = df['gender'].astype('category')
df['pref_service'] = df['pref_service'].astype(

'category')
df.dtypes

gender category
happiness object
pref_service category
dtype: object
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TBC

Set data types: Nominal (Non-ordered categorical)
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Set data types: Nominal (Non-ordered categorical)

# Inspect dtype.
df['gender'].dtype

CategoricalDtype(categories=[
'female', 'male', 'nonbinary'

], ordered=False)

# Inspect dtype.
df['pref_service'].dtype

CategoricalDtype(categories=[
'Facebook', 'Instagram', 'Mastodon','PixelFed', 'Twitter'

], ordered=False)

TBC

Set data types: Ordinal (ordered categorical)
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Set data types: Ordinal (ordered categorical)

happiness_levels = ['very sad', 'sad', 'neutral', 'happy', 'very happy']

# Set correct data types.
df['happiness'] = df['happiness'].astype(

pd.CategoricalDtype(ordered=True,
categories=happiness_levels))

# Inspect dtype.
df['happiness'].dtype

CategoricalDtype(categories=[
'very sad', 'sad', 'neutral', 'happy', 'very happy'

], ordered=True)

TBC

How to handle “checkbox” answers

FORMAT: slides and audio
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How to handle “checkbox” answers

df = pd.read_csv('./data/survey-social-media.csv',
usecols=[4])

df.columns = ['use_services'] # Assign easier to type column names.
df

use_services
0 Facebook
1 PixelFed;Mastodon
2 Facebook;Twitter
3 Mastodon
4 Friendica;Write.as;Twitter
5 Instagram;Twitter
6 Facebook;Twitter

TBC

How to handle “checkbox” answers
1. Split strings into separate columns
use_services = df['use_services'].str.split(';', expand=True)
use_services

id 0 1 2
0 Facebook
1 PixelFed Mastodon
2 Facebook Twitter
3 Mastodon
4 Friendica Write.as Twitter
5 Instagram Twitter
6 Facebook Twitter

TBC

How to handle “checkbox” answers
2. Stack columns into a single variable

use_services = use_services.stack() # This creates a multi-index.
use_services.name = 'service' # Name the derived variable.
use_services = use_services.astype('category') # Set to categorical.
use_services.index.names = ['id', 'choice'] # Name multi-index dimensions.
use_services.head()

service
(0, 0) Facebook
(1, 0) PixelFed
(1, 1) Mastodon
(2, 0) Facebook
(2, 1) Twitter

TBC

Joining “checkbox” answers with other variables

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Joining “checkbox” answers with other variables
df = pd.read_csv('./data/survey-social-media.csv',

usecols=[1, 4])
df.columns = ['gender', 'use_services'] # Assign easier to type column names.
df.index.name = 'id' # Name index.
df

id gender use_services
0 female Facebook
1 male PixelFed;Mastodon
2 female Facebook;Twitter
3 nonbinary Mastodon
4 female Friendica;Write.as;Twitter
5 female Instagram;Twitter
6 male Facebook;Twitter

TBC

Joining “checkbox” answers with other variables
1. Split strings into separate columns
use_services = df['use_services'].str.split(';', expand=True)
use_services

id 0 1 2
0 Facebook
1 PixelFed Mastodon
2 Facebook Twitter
3 Mastodon
4 Friendica Write.as Twitter
5 Instagram Twitter
6 Facebook Twitter

TBC

Joining “checkbox” answers with other variables
2. Stack columns into a single variable

use_services = use_services.stack() # This creates a multi-index.
use_services.name = 'service' # Name the derived variable.
use_services = use_services.astype('category') # Set to categorical.
use_services.index.names = ['id', 'choice'] # Name multi-index dimensions.
use_services.head()

service
(0, 0) Facebook
(1, 0) PixelFed
(1, 1) Mastodon
(2, 0) Facebook
(2, 1) Twitter

TBC
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Joining “checkbox” answers with other variables
3. Merge to create a new data frame

# The index of `df` is `id`.
# The index of `use_services` is [`id`, `choice`]
# These indexes are incompatible as they are because they are different units
# of measurement. So we need to merge them to create a new data frame.
# Here, because we have named our indexes, we can simply use `join`, which
# will carry out a merge on indexes that are common to both objects.
df2 = df[['gender']].join(use_services)
df2.head()

gender service
(0, 0) female Facebook
(1, 0) male PixelFed
(1, 1) male Mastodon
(2, 0) female Facebook
(2, 1) female Twitter

TBC

Dropping missing values

• how are missing values represented?
– ’ ’ (a blank space)
– na
– -
– …
– 0

# Specific values to treat as missing data can be specified
# when loading data.
pd.read_csv(na_values=['-', '…'])

Dropping special categories
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Dropping special categories

• how to deal with ‘don’t know’ responses?

df = pd.read_csv('./data/income.csv', index_col=0)
df.head()

income
0 £15–24k
1 £35–49k
2 don’t know
3 £15–24k
4 £15–24k

TBC
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Dropping special categories
• set dtype as usual will results in NA values

# Set ordinal dtype.
income_levels = ['less than £15k', '£15–24k', '£25–34k',

'£35–49k', '£50–69k', '£70k+']

df['income'] = df['income'].astype(
pd.CategoricalDtype(categories=income_levels, ordered=True))

df.head()

income
0 £15–24k
1 £35–49k
2 nan
3 £15–24k
4 £15–24k

TBC

Dropping special categories

• drop NA values (lookup: pandas.DataFrame.dropna)

df.dropna(inplace=True)
df.head()

income
0 £15–24k
1 £35–49k
3 £15–24k
4 £15–24k
5 £35–49k

TBC

Dropping special categories

# Count categories but do not sort by frequency.
counts = df['income'].value_counts(sort=False)
counts

income
less than £15k 4
£15–24k 22
£25–34k 20
£35–49k 18
£50–69k 6
£70k+ 15

TBC

Melting

FORMAT: slides and audio
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Melting

• Wickham (See ‘melting’ 2014, Section 3.1)
• convert a variable represented across multiple column to a single
data variable and indicator variable

• wide → long format

oak birch beech chestnut douglas fir willow
0 18.85 17.44 33.03 41.09 80.08 10.69
1 31.93 19.54 17.78 40.59 57.75 6.33
2 30.25 17.54 32.19 39.6 74.58 2.79
3 24.32 14.55 33.85 49.07 49.3 11.14
4 18.25 12.77 26.39 18.87 57.65 12.5

Melting
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Melting

# see pandas.DataFrame.melt documentation
df = df.melt(var_name='species', value_name='height')
df.head()

species height
0 oak 18.85
1 oak 31.93
2 oak 30.25
3 oak 24.32
4 oak 18.25

TBC

Melting

df.iloc[51:60].head()

species height
51 oak 24.88
52 oak 22.87
53 oak nan
54 oak nan
55 oak nan

TBC
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Melting

df.info()

<class 'pandas.core.frame.DataFrame'>
RangeIndex: 342 entries, 0 to 341
Data columns (total 2 columns):
# Column Non-Null Count Dtype

--- ------ -------------- -----
0 species 342 non-null object
1 height 296 non-null float64

dtypes: float64(1), object(1)
memory usage: 5.5+ KB

TBC

Melting

df.dropna(inplace=True)
df.info()

<class 'pandas.core.frame.DataFrame'>
Int64Index: 296 entries, 0 to 325
Data columns (total 2 columns):
# Column Non-Null Count Dtype

--- ------ -------------- -----
0 species 296 non-null object
1 height 296 non-null float64

dtypes: float64(1), object(1)
memory usage: 6.9+ KB

TBC

Describe() for height variable
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Describe() for height variable

df['height'].describe()

height
count 296
mean 31.5584
std 18.2951
min 2.79
25% 17.98
50% 26.135
75% 41.3175
max 85.09

TBC
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Describe() for species variable
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Describe() for species variable

df['species'].describe()

species
count 296
unique 6
top beech
freq 57

TBC

3.8.5 Essential reading 4 – Python for Data Analysis, chapter 7

Now read the fourth essential reading for this topic:

W.Mckinney (2017). Python for Data Analysis: DataWrangling with Pandas, NumPy, and IPython.
Sebastopol, CA, US: O’Reilly Media, Incorporated. ISBN: 9781491957639. URL: http : / /
ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/detail.action?docID=5061179,
chapter 7

Remember that all the essential reading for this programme is provided for you. Click the links
to start reading.

3.8.6 Code – Convert real-world data to tidy data using Pandas

• based on essential reading
• structured notebook to work through with unit tests (i.e. model answers)
• loading data: read_csv() and read_excel() etc.
• setting correct data types
• re-organising columns and rows

3.8.7 Further resource – Making Sense of Data I, chapter 3

G. J. Myatt and W. P. Johnson (2014). Making Sense of Data I: A Practical Guide to Exploratory
Data Analysis and Data Mining. 2nd ed. Hoboken, NJ, US: John Wiley & Sons, Incorporated.
ISBN: 9781118422014. URL: http://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=1729064, chapter 3
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3.9 Lesson 4 – Survey design

3.9.1 FINAL Video 5 – Survey design

Surveys
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Surveys

Instruments to collect information (= primary data)
• information about the world
• about people’s lives

Research tools
• a way of measuring something
• people’s attitudes (polls, politics and journalism)
• business, consumers and products
• social science for conducting experiments

• method of data collection (primary data)
• high quality data is essential
• collecting and analysing our own data forms the basis of the mid-term assessment
• important outcome of this assignment is to gain experience in answering questions using
data

Survey design
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Survey design

General domain or topic
• what do we want to study or find out?

Motivation
• curiosity?
• description?
• bring about change?
• explanation?
• test a theory?

• do we have an idea of what we will find?

• important to make explicit the domain or topic of research and the purpose for which we
are collecting data
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Population
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Population

• our data will come from asking people
• need to define what group of people we are interested in:
the population

• related to topic, motivation, expectations for the study

Our data will come from asking people. This is called the population and it’s important that we
explicitly define who this group of people are when designing a survey. The exact population
appropriate for any study depends on the topic, the motivations, and the expectation of the study
– what we are hoping to find out. The findings of any analysis can only be valid with respect
to the specific population, so it’s vital that we clarify our target population at the early stages of
design.

Sample
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Sample

• can we feasibly reach the entire population?
• if not, how will we obtain a representative sample from the
population?

A practical issue that arises whenever we talk about populations is the feasibility of obtaining
data from a population. Clearly if a populations is very large or dispersed, it might be practically
impossible to ask each and every member of the population to participate in our survey; for
example, all the dog and cat owners of your country.

In this case we must obtain a sample from our specified population. In this case we would like
the data provided by our sample of individuals to be as representative as possible of the wider
population, to ensure our findings are as accurate as possible.

We will discuss sampling in greater detail in the next topic. But for now the important thing
to remember when designing your survey is to be as clear as possible in identifying the target
population of your investigation.
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Example: workplace satisfaction
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Example: workplace satisfaction

Topic workplace satisfaction
Question in what ways, and to what extent, are employees happy with

their job?
Motivation can we improve the satisfaction of employees?
Population everyone in a small company

Here is an example of the questions we need to ask ourselves when designing a survey…

Example: recycling
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Example: recycling

Topic recycling behaviour
Question what is the extent of recycling behaviour among university

students?
Motivation reveal demographic trends or attitudes towards recycling,

encourage more recycling
Population sample of 100 students randomly asked to participate on a

single campus

And another example…

• before we write any questions, what phenomena are we interested in?
• pin down research topic

Variables and concepts
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Variables and concepts

variables data consists of variables
• numerical (height, age, revenue…)
• categorical (country, gender, company…)

concept an abstract idea in the domain of enquiry

variables derive from concepts

• as we have already seen, there are two high-level kinds of variables we typically work with
in information visualisation…

• the important message here is that variables derive from concepts – things, or attributes
of things that exist in the world

• concepts must be meaningful/defined within domain
• how do we go from concepts, to variables, to data?

Concepts → variables → data
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Concepts → variables → data
1. Define all relevant concepts in the study
education participation in a programme of learning provided by a

recognised teaching institution, typically associated with
receiving formal qualifications

age years since birth
gender socially constructed categories of identity, including female,

male, trans, non-binary…
… …

• use standard meanings in the field whenever possible
• simplifies relating results from different studies

2. Operationalise concepts
• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

• after explicitly defining our topic, our research questions, the motivation and the popula-
tion, the next step is to define the concepts that are salient in our research

• for example…
• use standard meanings – saves time making up your own, and makes results comparable
with other research

• can be useful to use a dictionary
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Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

• after defining our concepts, we must consider how we can measure them
• the technical term for this is operationalisation
• what procedures will be used to collect or generate reliable data about our concepts

Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

Education
1. highest level of formal qualification obtained

• select highest qualification from a list
• GCSEs, A levels, HNC/HND, bachelor’s degree…

2. number of years of post-18 (i.e. compulsory) education
• ask number of years (absolute number)

• for example, the concept of level of education could be defined…
• we could operationalise this definition by allowing participants to select their highest qual-
ification from a provided list

• alternatively…

Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

Age
1. years since birth

• ask people how old they are (absolute number)
• ask date of birth

2. approximately equal interval ranges of years since birth (18–20,
21–25…)

• select age category from a list

• there are also several ways we could define and operationalise age…
• ask for an exact number of years
• or ask participants to select the age range they fall within
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Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

Gender
1. socially constructed categories of identity including female, male,
trans-F, trans-M, non-binary, other, prefer not to say

2. possible two-stage process
2.1 ask assigned sex at birth (female, male, intersex)
2.2 ask current gender most strongly identified with (female, male,

trans-F, trans-M, other, prefer not to say)

• it is very important to be inclusive when defining and operationalising your concepts,
particularly when concepts relate to to personal or sensitive information

• taking the example of gender identity, it is important not to assume every participant in
your survey identifies as female or male

• to do so would be discriminatory towards trans and non-binary individuals for example

Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

• respect privacy: only ask what is relevant to your topic
• allow ‘prefer not to say’ option for personal information
• be inclusive

• protected characteristics: age; disability; gender; marital/partnership
status; pregnancy/maternity; race; religion or belief; sex; sexual
orientation

• consider ‘other’ category to allow open-ended answers

• part of operationalising concepts is deciding how detailed you want the data to be
• a general principle is to always be mindful of privacy – only ask for information that you
justifiably need with respect to your research questions, and include a ‘prefer not to say’
option for personal or sensitive information

• considering the example of gender again, it may not be relevant to your research to know
the precise gender identity of each participant

• in such cases you might decide to balance privacy and inclusivity by operationalising gen-
der by asking participants if they identify as male or female, and allowing a third option
‘prefer to self describe’ giving individuals the chose provide their own description of their
identity if they wish

• many demographic variables are so called protected characteristics, which in many coun-
tries are defined in law and must not be used as a basis for discrimination

• within the EU, protected characteristics are…
• data related to protected characteristics must obey strict privacy laws – data must be stored
securely and deleted as soon as analysis is complete, and anonymity must be ensured in
any published findings
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Concepts → variables → data
2. Operationalise concepts

• show how data related to each concept will be generated
• specify procedures that will be used to classify or measure

How could we operationalise recycling behaviour?

• take a moment to consider how you might operationalise the concept recycling behaviour
• there is a detailed example in the essential reading you can compare with your ideas

Writing questions
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Writing questions

Parts of a question
Stem question itself

Response answer (multiple choice, scale, free text)

• after deciding how we will operationalise each concept we need to design the survey ques-
tion, which is the instrument for obtaining the data

• there are two important parts to a survey question…
• the stem is the question itself, which must be clear and unambiguous
• and the response, which is the form in which participants provide their answer

Writing questions

Rules for questions
• clear
• simple
• specific

• only ask about one construct at a time
• recent past
• relevant to population

• clear and stable meaning
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• when writing questions it is important that…

Two kinds of questions
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Two kinds of questions

Closed-ended only a few given choices
• e.g. do you like… yes/no
• e.g. rate on a scale from 1 to 7…

• pro: easier to convert into data
• con: not all answers fit into neat boxes
• providing many categories can sometimes be better than providing
a partial list plus ‘other’, but increases cognitive load for participant

• two general types of questions…

Two kinds of questions

Open-ended free response
• e.g. how do you feel about…
• e.g. describe your job…

• pro: allow participant to give specific answer
• con: complicates analysis

• open ended questions tend to provide more qualitative data, which can be very a very rich
source of data, but can also be very tricky to analyse

• for the purposes of this module we will concentrate primarily on close-ended questions

Question tips
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Question tips

• must not be vague!
• aim for precise and simple
• prefer what over why
• tend to avoid don’t know

• a guess and a level of confidence is more useful

• what questions seek description, which can be less subjective
• always justify decisions in terms of your research questions and motivations

Rating scales
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Rating scales
Likert scale

• measuring levels of agreement
To what extent do you agree that the Prime Minister is doing a
good job?

• strongly agree
• agree
• neither agree or disagree
• disagree
• strongly disagree

Beware acquiescence response bias
• tendency towards agreement responses

• Likert scales are a useful technique for obtaining ordinal data about the extent to which
participants agree or disagree with a particular statement

• for example…
• in order to get stable results or to probe a complex concept it can often be useful to ask
participates to rate a set of related questions, which provides the opportunity to relate
answers during analysis

Rating scales

Construct-specific response scales
• more natural way to ask agreement scale questions
• typically five-point scale for unipolar constructs
• always provide clear labels

How sympathetic do you feel towards bankers?
• extremely sympathetic
• very sympathetic
• moderately sympathetic
• a little sympathetic
• not sympathetic at all
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• a slight variation to traditional Likert scales is to use construct-specific response scales,
rather than just level of agreement

• it is case it is very important to provide clear labels, for example…

Rating scales
Seven-point scale for bipolar constructs

• useful for constructs with both positive and negative categories
How well or badly do you feel your government has responded to
the climate emergency?

• extremely well
• very well
• well
• neutral
• badly
• very badly
• extremely badly

• sometimes it can be useful to obtain more fine-grained responses, but note there can also
be a trade-off here with accuracy as the categories may not be so clearly distinguishable
or stable across participants

• they are particularly useful when the concept you are measuring is bipolar in nature, for
example…

Ranking
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Ranking

• sorting statements into some order
• always randomise the list for each participant

• ranking questions also provide ordinal data, and can be slightly more tasking for partici-
pants to complete

• however, they can also provide very clear data about relative preference of different options
as they require participants to think carefully and commit to placing items in a strict order

• it is best to always randomise the list presented to each participant to counteract bias
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Ranking

What do you feel should be the most important considerations
determining economic policy? Sort the following from most to
least important.

• reducing impact on the environment
• lowering unemployment
• redistributing wealth
• lowering taxation for individuals
• increasing quality of life
• lowering taxation for companies
• funding public services (e.g. healthcare)

• for example…

Ranking

What is your favourite brand of vegan ice cream? Sort the
following from most to least favourite.

• Swedish Glace
• 3 Friends
• Dream
• Ben & Jerry’s Non-Dairy
• The Coconut Collaborative
• Yorica!
• Booja-Booja
• Alpro
• Valsoia

• in this case, this kind of question would probably follow a question asking participants
which ice creams they have tried, and then only including those brands in the ranking
question

• these kinds of dynamic survey techniques tend to only be available in more sophisticated
survey platforms, and should be used carefully as they can complicate analysis – always
be guided by your research questions!

Ranking vs ratings
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Ranking vs ratings

Rating
• easier for participants
• easier to analyse
• lower-quality data, more variable over time

Ranking
• more reliable data
• more cognitively demanding task
• more complicated to analyse
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• to summarise…

Error and accuracy
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Error and accuracy

Reliability
• consistency and repeatability of a measure, observation or study

Validity
• relative accuracy or correctness
• will our data really quantify the thing we are trying to measure?

• a good survey will provide data that is both reliable and valid
• reliability means consistency…
• validity means…
• both these qualities aim to ensure we obtain true responses
• by careful design we can build into the survey means of measuring these qualities, for
example, by asking related questions and analysing the consistency across responses

Creating the survey
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Creating the survey

Introduction
• what to tell participants about the survey?
• who you are, what you’re doing, and why
• topic, but not reveal research question explicitly
• consent

• must acknowledge informed consent
• privacy

• must explain participant right to anonymity and privacy
• must abide by data protection laws (including deleting data)

• as well as survey questions themselves, it is also very important what we tell participants
before they begin

• a good survey introduction should be both transparent, i.e. not mislead participants, while
minimise bias by not revealing your explicit research questions

• important to state topic and reason for collecting the data and on behalf of whom
• an introduction should also contain an explicit commitment to participant anonymity and
data protection
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Creating the survey

Example (adapt as appropriate)
I am studying for a MSc Data Science at the University of London, and as
part of my coursework, I am collecting data regarding <topic>.

The survey is designed to…

This survey will be open until <date>. Your participation is entirely
optional and voluntary. Your identity will remain anonymous. All data
will be destroyed after the project has been completed.

The whole survey is likely to take around five minutes to complete.
Please take your time to read the questions carefully, and answer as
truthfully as possible. Should you have any questions, please feel free
to contact us. Thank you very much for your time.

• here is an example which can be used as a template…

Creating the survey

Question flow
• order is important
• start with easier questions
• position critical or cognitively demanding questions early
• simple questions again at the end (e.g. demographics)
• thematic structure

• general to specific (helps memory retrieval)
• avoid bias, or influencing a perspective

• randomise where possible

• another important aspect of survey design is question flow – the order in which questions
are presented to participants

• again there are trade-off to be made, but some principles to consider are…

Creating the survey

Make it easy
• must be as quick and simple as possible

• people have busy lives
• attention spans are generally very small

• reliable data collection (automated forms)

• across the entire survey aim to keep things as easy as possible…
• you do not want participants getting bored or distracted half way through your survey and
not completing it

• online surveys are very helpful in ensuring the accuracy of collected data, but it is also im-
portant to minimise distractions as much as possible in the interface to allow participants
to focus exclusively on providing responses
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Administering the survey
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Administering the survey
People

• find the people to take the survey – a subset of the population
• if sampling, what is a fair representation?
• random selection
• could there be bias?

• there is always bias, but be upfront about when presenting findings

Pre-testing
• check that questions
1. make sense to others
2. are free from typos
3. generate data correctly
4. elicit useful responses

• when administering the survey, how will you reach people?
• how can you ensure the sampling is fair?
• always test your survey before making it live!

– like user testing in software development
– ideally sit and watch someone take your survey, make notes, and discuss any issues

they experience to help you improve the final design

Managing and organising data
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Managing and organising data

Coding
• converting open-ended questions into closed-ended form

• group into categories
• dealing with ‘other’ – interpretation

Missing data
• if questions are not required, how to deal with NAs?

Bad data
• how to deal with intentionally bad answers?

• when designing you survey it is also important to consider problems that can arise when
it comes to analysing the data

• for example, in you include any open questions, how will you extract reliable information
suitable to answer your research questions?

• this requires an interpretative step of coding qualitative data into, typically, a set of cate-
gories, which can be a difficult task if the question concerns a complex concept or a highly
subjective response

• similarly, how will you interpret ‘other’ answers?
• you may need to make decisions about excluding certain participants on the basis of their
answers if they are potentially identifiable

• how will you deal with missing data or intentionally misleading data?
• all of these things should be discussed and justified in the report
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Reporting
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Reporting

• Finally, analyse, visualise and communicate the findings!

• hopefully the outcome of a carefully designed and administered survey is a high quality
data set suitable for answering your specified research questions

• we will focus on the analysis of survey data in the next topic

3.9.2 Quiz – Survey design

3.9.3 Further reading – Analyzing Quantitative Data, chapter 2.

N. Blaikie (2003). Analyzing Quantitative Data. London, UK: SAGE Publications Ltd. ISBN:
9780761967590. URL: https://ebookcentral.proquest.com/lib/londonww/
detail.action?docID=354948, chapter 2.

Moving from a general research idea to collecting and analysing data requires a number of steps.
This reading is an example of how to go from a general idea or question to very precisely defined
concepts and operationalised definitions essential to produce good questionnaires and collect
good data.

Visualisations can only communicate what is in your data. Therefore, collecting good data is
essential!

Read this chapter and try and apply the same process to your own survey design.

3.9.4 Survey demographics questions

Age

Sometimes asking for an exact age is appropriate, other times you may only need a more general
range. Avoid overlapping ranges in your answer options.

What is your age?

• 18–24
• 25–34
• 35–44
• 45–54
• 55–64
• 65–74
• 75–84
• 85+
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Caring responsibilities

Do you have any caring responsibilities? (tick all that apply)

• None
• Primary carer of a child or children (under 18 years)
• Primary carer of a disabled child or children
• Primary carer or assistant for a disabled adult (18 years and over)
• Primary carer or assistant for an older person or people (65 years and over)
• Secondary carer (another person carries out main caring role)
• Prefer not to say

Country of birth

What is your country of birth?

• source: Country register
– API: https://country.register.gov.uk/
– this database does not include Palestine

• same list as above including Palestine: countries.csv

Disability

Do you have an impairment, health condition or learning difference that has a substantial or long
term impact on your ability to carry out day to day activities? (tick all that apply)

• No known impairment, health condition or learning difference
• A long standing illness or health condition such as cancer, HIV, diabetes, chronic heart
disease, or epilepsy

• A mental health difficulty, such as depression, schizophrenia or anxiety disorder
• A physical impairment or mobility issues, such as difficulty using your arms or using a
wheelchair or crutches

• A social/communication impairment such as a speech and language impairment or As-
perger’s syndrome/other autistic spectrum disorder

• A specific learning difficulty such as dyslexia, dyspraxia or AD(H)D
• Blind or have a visual impairment uncorrected by glasses
• D/deaf or have a hearing impairment
• An impairment, health condition or learning difference that is not listed above (specify if
you wish):

• Prefer not to say

Education

What is the highest level of education you have completed?

• Primary school
• Secondary school (e.g. GCSE or level 2 qualifications)
• Secondary school or college (e.g. A-Levels, advanced apprenticeship, NVQ, BTEC)
• Further education programme Level 4 (e.g. CertHE/HNC)
• Further education programme Level 5 (e.g DipHE/HND)
• University undergraduate degree programme/degree apprenticeship
• University postgraduate degree programme
• Doctoral degree
• Prefer not to say

What is your highest qualification?
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• University degree (e.g. PhD, MSc, BA, BSc) (including foundation degrees and PGC)
• Diploma in higher education (e.g. HNC, HND, Nursing or teaching qualification (excluding
PGCE))

• A level of equivalent (e.g. AS level, NVQ level 3, GNVQ advanced)
• GCSE or equivalent (e.g. CSE, NVQ level 1 or 2, GNVQ intermediate/foundation)
• None of the above
• Don’t know
• Prefer not to say

Employment Status

What is your current employment status?

• Employed within an organisation/company full-time
• Employed within an organisation/company part-time
• Looking after family or home
• Military
• Retired
• Self-employed full-time
• Self-employed part-time
• Student
• Unable to work
• Unemployed
• Prefer to self describe:
• Prefer not to say

Which of the following best describes your employment situation?

• Self employed
• In paid employment (full or part time)
• Unemployed
• Retired
• On maternity leave
• Looking after family or home
• Full-time student
• Long-term sick or disabled
• On a government training scheme
• Unpaid worker in family business
• Working in an apprenticeship
• Doing something else
• Prefer not to say

Ethnicity and race

Which of the following ethnic backgrounds do you identify with?

Check all that apply

• Arab
• Asian - Bangladeshi
• Asian - Chinese
• Asian - Indian
• Asian - Other
• Asian - Pakistani
• Black - African
• Black - Caribbean
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• Black - Other
• Hispanic/Latinx
• Mixed - Other
• Mixed - White/Asian
• Mixed - White/Black African
• Mixed - White/Black Caribbean
• White - English/Welsh/Scottish/Northern Irish/British
• White - Gypsy or Irish Traveller
• White - Irish
• White - Other
• Some other race, ethnicity, or origin, please specify:
• Prefer not to answer

Gender

Which gender do you most strongly identify with?

• Female
• Male
• Trans-Female
• Trans-Male
• Non-binary
• Prefer to self describe:
• Prefer not to say

Housing

Which of the following best describes your housing arrangements?

• Own it outright
• Own with mortgage/loan
• Part own and part rent (shared ownership)
• Rent it from a private landlord or organisation
• Rent it from the local authority, council or housing association
• Rent it in another way
• Live here rent-free (including rent-free in a relative’s or friend’s property but excluding
squatters)

• Occupy it in some other way (specify)
• Don’t know
• Prefer not to say

What type of area do you live in?

• City
• Sub-urban
• Rural

Income

How would you describe your income level?

• For my age group, below average UK income
• For my age group, average UK income
• For my age group, above average UK income

To what extent do you agree or disagree with the following: Financially things are a bit of a
struggle for me at the moment…?
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• Strongly agree
• Tend to agree
• Neither agree nor disagree
• Tend to disagree
• Strongly disagree
• Don’t know
• Prefer not to say

What is your household’s total income after tax and other deductions? This includes earnings
from wages, benefits and pensions.

You can answer in annual, weekly or monthly terms – whichever is easiest for you. If you’re not
sure, please give your best estimate.

Annual Monthly Weekly

Under £6,000 Under £500 Under £115
£6,000–£11,999 £500–£999 £116–£230
£12,000–£17,999 £1,000–£1,499 £231–£345
£18,000–£23,999 £1,500–£1,999 £346–£459
£24,000–£35,999 £2,000–£2,999 £460–£689
£36,000–£47,999 £3,000–£3,999 £690–£924
£48,000 or more £4,000 or more £925 or more

Don’t know
Refused

Marital/relationship Status

What is your current relationship status?

• Cohabiting
• Divorced or civil partnership dissolved
• Married or civil partnership
• Married or civil partnership but living apart
• Open or polyamorous
• Single, never married or in a civil partnership
• Widowed or a surviving partner from a civil partnership
• Prefer to self describe:
• Prefer not to say

Politics

Are you registered to vote at the current address you reside at?

• Yes
• No

How likely are you to vote in the coming elections?

• Certain to vote
• Most likely to vote
• Probably won’t vote
• I won’t vote

Did you vote in the last general election?

• Yes
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• No
• Don’t know

Which party did you vote for?

Do you think the existing government is going in the right direction to benefit the people of the
country?

• Strongly agree
• Tend to agree
• Neither agree nor disagree
• Tend to disagree
• Strongly disagree
• Don’t know

On what basis do you assess a political candidate?

• News on TV
• Articles in the newspapers
• Attend events where the candidate is addressing the people
• I research all the channels before making my choice
• Number of fundraisers the candidate has done in your area
• The family upbringing of the candidate
• Other

Which of the following would you describe yourself as?

• Anarchist
• Communist
• Conservative
• Environmentalist
• Liberal
• Nationalist
• Republican
• Social democrat
• Socialist
• Prefer to self describe:

To what extend to you agree or disagree with the following statements?

• The environment is more important than the economy.
• The state should support families struggling to make ends meet.
• There should be policies to resolve the gap between the rich and the poor.
• There should be more emphasis on the rehabilitation of criminals than punishment.
• The government should assist corporations to increase employment.
• The government should increase incentives for corporations who are socially responsible.
• The government should increase incentives for corporationswho are environment-friendly.

What do you feel should be the most important considerations determining economic policy?
Sort the following from most to least important.

• reducing impact on the environment
• lowering unemployment
• redistributing wealth
• lowering taxation for individuals
• increasing quality of life
• lowering taxation for companies
• funding public services (e.g. healthcare)
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Pregnancy

Are you currently pregnant or have you been pregnant in the last year?

• Yes
• No
• Prefer not to say

Have you taken any of the following types of leave within the past year?

• Maternity leave
• Paternity leave
• Adoption leave
• Shared parental leave

Have you taken time out of your course within the past year following any of the below?

• giving birth
• your partner giving birth
• the adoption of a child

Religion or belief

Do you practise a religion or belief system, and if so, which one?

• Buddhism
• Christianity
• Hinduism
• Islam
• Judaism
• No religion
• Paganism
• Sikhism
• Other, please specify:
• Prefer not to say

Sexual orientation

Which of the following best describes your sexual orientation?

• Asexual
• Bisexual
• Gay man
• Gay woman/lesbian
• Heterosexual/straight
• Prefer to self describe:
• Prefer not to say

3.10 Module assessment

3.10.1 Survey design and implementation (formative)

Specify:

• topic
• research objective(s)
• motivation(s)
• research questions (aim for four very precise research questions)
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• population

Identify concepts:

• precise definitions
• operationalise (how will you measure the thing you want to measure?)

Start drafting questions using JISC Online Surveys.

Think about how survey questions map to research questions. As a guide, one research question
will typically map to one to three survey questions.

You should keep you surveys as short as possible. Aim for approximately ten survey questions
(in addition to basic demographic questions). The exact number of questions is not the primary
issue – the important thing is that your survey should collect the data necessary to answer your
two or three specific research questions, and no more.

The word limit of 1500–2000 words for the final report is the hard limit on scope.

Your questionnaire should include:

• a clear statement about the topic of the questionnaire
– but should not explicitly reveal the research questions or bias the responses

• clear, relevant, neutral, inclusively-worded questions focusing on the recent past
• avoid open questions, or if they are essential, you must have a strategy for coding answers
quantitatively (explain this in the report)

Download a PDF copy of your survey to submit as an appendix with the final report – select the
Export survey as PDF option in the survey settings menu. This will serve as a ‘hard copy’ for
assessment purposes.

After you have completed drafting your survey post the URL to the peer-review activity to pilot
test and gain feedback before making your survey public.

Example introduction

I am studying for a MSc Data Science at the University of London, and as part of my coursework,
I am collecting data regarding <topic>.

The survey is designed to…

This survey will be open until <date>. Your participation is entirely optional and voluntary.
Your identity will remain anonymous. All data will be destroyed after the project has been com-
pleted.

The whole survey is likely to take around five minutes to complete. Please take your time to read
the questions carefully, and answer as truthfully as possible. Should you have any questions,
please feel free to contact us. Thank you very much for your time.

Survey pilot workshop

Student peer-grading rubric.

• [2] Survey introduction
– not provided
– basic description of topic
– clear description, bias free

• [2] Question wording
– some unclear, confusing or open questions
– mostly clear, good inclusive language, but some minor clarity issues
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– all clear, simple and specific, good inclusive language
• [2] Question relevance and focus

– poor relevance
– mostly good but some irrelevant or unfocused questions
– all relevant and focus on recent past

• [2] Question flow
– confusing order, or obvious bias
– reasonable order, some potential bias
– logical order avoiding bias

• [2] Scope
– not enough or too many questions
– too few/many questions but will capture enough data suitable for analysis
– good number of questions to capture sufficient data for analysis without excess

Please provide commends where appropriate to justify your assessment of the survey.

Make your survey live

Once you are satisfied with your survey design and implementation circulate it to your popula-
tion. You may wish to post the URL to your survey to the VLE forum to gather data from your
peers, but you are also free to circulate your survey in any way you deem appropriate to your
research topic.

3.11 Topic summary

Completing this topic should prepare you with theoretical knowledge and practical skills re-
quired for working with data as raw material in the early stages of data collection and pre-
processing. In the next topic we will move on to representing data in visual form.

3.12 Further resources

No general further resources in this topic.
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Appendix A

Module outcomes

By the end of this module, you should be able to:

1. identify, install, and configure the necessary components of a standard Python-based data
visualisation toolkit

2. articulate the role and practices of data visualisation within the broader context of data
science

3. critically evaluate and compare different sources of data

4. apply data gathering techniques to obtain and prepare data for visualisation, with due
regard to legal issues

5. select and apply data visualisation techniques to generate and communicate information,
and make effective visualisation decisions taking into account ethical and social issues,
principles of good design, and knowledge of human visual perception.
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